Accident Prevention by rescuers –why and how?
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The efficiency of alpine rescue in the ICAR member countries has been strongly improved since 1948, the founding year of the commission. Because of the given conditions in the mountains at the time of an accident and/or the seriousness of an injury, the organised rescue is not always able to save the life of the victim(s). Also the high sensation seeking mentality of many recreationists in modernity exposes rescuers to call outs of hazardous character. Thus alpine rescue organisations should also in the future engage in accident prevention.

In a modern society many urban practitioners of risk sports, who are unfamiliar with the mountain environment and the sudden changes of the conditions, expose themselves to mortal dangers without a thorough understanding of their undertaking. Unfortunately many of them are not sensitive to advice given by mountaineers or natural scientists as they belong to “foreign” cultures. We have all experienced, I believe, that as members of an alpine culture with a tradition of now more than 150 years, we do not always communicate efficiently with people, who use Nature as a sparring partner.

One option after in vain having with best intentions explained what to do – and not to do, is to support the marketing of digital gear (i.e. beacons for comrade rescue) and/or instant problem solving algorithms (i. e. The Munther reduction method). We might also adapt to the fun sport image (German for challenging the dangers of free Nature, often with an over load of technical and expensive equipment). Such approaches, which are not in harmony with our identity, might work, but at the cost of alienation from Nature and/or implying that free Nature can be controlled. Albert Einstein, the primus inter pares in the most prestigious of the natural sciences, in this respect left us an important message:

The way to the secrets of Nature can not to be found by means of logics, but by the experience made with alertness and interpreted by intuition.

(Albert Einstein referred to in Bild der Wissenschaft 2005 1:22, see foot note)

The German professor of geography, Wilhelm Paulke, who was one of the pioneers of ski mountaineering, did already in 1896 underline the importance of experience (“Erfahrungssaetzen”) in accident prevention. Half a century later the point of view of the highly qualified mountaineer and snow scientist at Davos-Weissfluhjoch, André Roch, was that when in doubt, he would go by his mountain experience and not his theoretical knowledge (André took part in the ICAR-meetings until the turn of the century). Although generations of geologists and glaciologists have put much effort into the research in their fields of work, the complexity of the mountain Nature is far from being fully described by rules without an exception. When using models and formulas (algorithms) one must keep in mind, that prognosis of mortal dangers like avalanches of snow and ice as well as rock fall, are still far from being computed to
the precision of the movement of f. ex. a space craft. Any informed natural scientist will agree that 100% control is an illusion in these matters.

Avalanche bulletins are today made on the basis of the natural sciences’ ”thinking by rules”, but not without qualified experience from the mountain environment, developed into ”patterns for thinking” – Einstein: ”...experience made with alertness and interpreted by intuition.” Such bulletins are helpful to skiers and mountaineers, who have developed their personal experiences into their own set of patterns. The snow is too complex to be reduced into a cybernetic black box for the construction of instant Yes/No-formulas for the busy go for it man of the new century. A check list approach to Nature focuses on that, which can be measured and leaves out at depth understanding. Identification with free Nature is not opened for and thus the feeling of respect and responsibility is hampered.

Crisis = Possibility: Is there a third way?
In the Chinese tradition crisis was defined as a possibility. I have interpreted the crisis in the prevention of recreational accidents in mountains since the 1980es as a result of an invasion of urban practitioners of risk sports. My conclusion is that due to the complexity of the mountain environment and the mentality of modernity the crisis can not be solved by reduction formulas and high tech equipment. Again we can find support in the philosophy of Einstein. A way of thinking, which brought us into a crisis, can not help us solve the problem with more of the same way of thinking. ”Thinking by rules” may help out for a while, but we need to use our abilities called serendipity, to change the scene. Thus the use of modern advertising methods is but ”more of the same”.

We should look for a third way in accident prevention to communicate efficiently with people, who are not familiar with the mountain environment. My suggestion is that mountain rescue organisations should open up dialogues with companies, which offer services and equipment, which expose the consumer to the dangers of the mountain landscape. There are of course preventive efforts made by commercial firms today. In the ski lift business for instance danger control efforts are made by means of physical obstructions, explosives, pisteurs with police function, etc. Unfortunately these efforts are counter productive, due to the mentality of modernity as it is dramatically reducing the powerful scene of the mountain landscape as an arena for staging the important drama of a unique identity – and the ongoing struggle against boredom. It is of course no breaking news that the control approach does not affect the opinion builders amongst the high sensation seekers and thus does not have the efficiency called for.

In Hemsedal, the second largest ski lift company in Norway, a dialogue-project has been working for 5 years. As shown in Footnote 2, the SISA-project was fully integrated with the business concept of the company: A revised marketing policy, training of the staff according to the new policy, the definition of responsibility of the lift company (limited to the balloted and developed descents) and the guests (no limitations/any skiing off piste on own responsibility), information of snow conditions (boards, pisteurs), courses, guiding as well as a well trained rescue organisation. A ”third way project” of this kind must of course be executed and paid for by the commercial interests.
The efforts in accident prevention should of course also comprise all commercial interests, which profit by the consumer being exposed to the natural dangers in the mountains. That means producers of equipment for mountaineering, skiing, snowboarding, mountain biking and other recreational activities in the mountains. The media and the tourism business should also be addressed to change their often hair raising products (pictures, videos, etc.) and take moral and economic responsibility for their practices. Such companies are till now seldom made responsible for marketing practices, which trigger extravagant exposure to the mortal dangers in the mountains.

I am closing these short comments on why and how mountain rescue organisations all over the world should engage in accident prevention towards guests in the mountains, who are unfamiliar with the mortal dangers of free Nature, without going into details. I do so because I think, that efficient third way projects should be worked out between the commercial interests and the local representatives of the rescue organisations according to the regulations and conditions applying to the place where the respective company operates. An appendix is added with a discussion of the shortcomings of the risk management (i.e. as used in the exploitation of oil in the North Sea) when applied for route finding for groups in the mountains.

***************

This text is a translation made by the autor of the German original

Unfallvorbeugung in der Moderne – ja, aber wie?

***************

Footnote 1
Zu den grossen Geheimnissen der Natur fuehrt kein logischer Weg, sondern nur die auf Einfuehlung in die Erfahrung sich stuetzende Intuition
(Albert Einstein zitiert in Bild der Wissenschaft 2005 1:22)

Footnote 2
The third way concept for accident prevention in the mountain environment has been tried out in the 5 years SISA-project at the second largest ski lift company in Norway, Hemsedal skisenter AS. The conditions for the dialogue-concept were:

1. The company recognizes the economic and moral responsibility for guests using the balloted and groomed descents
2. Alpine culture representatives act as consultants and trainers
3. The company adjusts its culture to the accident prevention concept
4. The leaders and the staff of the company are trained in the prevention concept
5. The guests are made responsible for off piste descents
6. The marketing of the company’s services is adjusted to the prevention concept
7. The staff is actively informing the guests about the prevention concept
8. Information about weather and snow conditions is presented by means of (electronic) boards, internet, etc.

Continued!
9. Avalanches are made part of the curriculum at the ski school
10. The company invites the off piste guides to practice “transparent” guiding according to the reform of mountain guiding introduced by the IFMGA (The international Federation of Mountain Guides)
11. The company offers a competent and well equipped staff in case of an avalanche accident

****************

Appendix: Priority to “Thinking by patterns”, not “Thinking by rules”!
Warning the urban high sensation seeking recreationists of today of the mortal dangers in the mountain environment with: “Be careful!” is most often in vain. This applies of course in the days of modernity especially to people and organisations, who are identified as “traditionalists”. An high tech or natural science based approach is for certain a better adjusted way of addressing the hasty practitioner of risk sports.

Unfortunately accident prevention of this kind has its shortcomings. The appeal to the consumer to buy control over complex matters is a promise, which in practice can not be fulfilled. The skier with the most advanced beacon might be buried under an avalanche. Also when avalanche bulletins announce danger by means of digits from 1 to 5, a precision is promised, which does not comply with the reality found in the mountains.

And the false safety felt, when reduction formulas are fed with data from regional accident statistics and a number from the avalanche bulletin, may easily lead to route finding towards catastrophe. Most humans are not well prepared for handling (mortal) dangers by means of abstractions. “Thinking by rules” has a tendency to make us high (Bacon: “Knowledge is Power”). What we need is “the experience made by alertness and interpreted by intuition” (Einstein, Footnote 1) or what I prefer to name “Thinking by patterns”. Thinking by rules tends to brings by exuberance as well as alienation towards Nature. Thinking by patterns is built on qualified experiences, which also takes the “exceptions” into account - and guarantees a values orientation in route finding (intrinsic value of Man as well as Nature).

The Knowledge is Power philosophy is not only hampering the traditional accident prevention efforts made, but also the third way of approaching companies, which make their profit by offering activities where exposure to mortal danger is included. The so-called risk management, which has been developed for industrial undertakings is counteracting a commercial organisation’s acceptation of economic and moral responsibility. The management of a ski lift company f. ex. may according to this paradigm define an avalanche accident as the result of a guest’s miscalculation, or caused by specialists failing in making their prognosis. The consequence is that the management work by means of manuals and check lists to be able to be in control. A company culture develops where questions of life and death is handled by bureaucratic techniques and “organized rescue” by assistance of lawyers. Thus a motivation for active accident prevention towards the guests is lost.

In Norway the oil companies operating in the North Sea are known for their implementation of the risk management philosophy. Thus important shortcomings of
this concept has been unveiled after a great number of accidents. The algorithmic approach is causing an alienation towards the alertness of the platform staff. Accidents, which should not occur, happen again and again because the staff members are not alert. The hands-on mode of the craftsman is changed into a focus on the regularity of the task: Thinking by rules.

Accident prevention in complex situations as in the mountains causes problems in modernity where thinking by rules is the prevailing paradigm. For those of us, who are exposing ourselves to the mortal dangers of free Nature with responsibility, there are no short cuts. Over years we must collect experience by always being alert when we visit the mountains. By painstakingly so doing we may develop the necessary material for Thinking by patterns (Einstein’s recommended way to “secrets of Nature” – Foot note 1). This way of thinking is not obsolete although it is as old as humanity – because free Nature is never “outdated”.

Free Nature may be immediately understood
(“The last will” of the etiologist and Nobel prize laureate)
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